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I 
proper, which is shown in the large view in the center of takes one of these cylinders and drives, in the line of the 

THE W AI.L PAPER MANUJj:ACTURE. the page. For this purpose there are several large and outline, little strips or pieces of brass, or it may be bits of 
Among the many ways in which modern household deco-I small machines, the largest standing about fourteen feet brass wire, if a row of dots is wanted, or brass otberwise 

ration has been developed, perhaps no one occupies a more I 
high, andfit�ed.to print twelve colors, but all working on �haped to make a variety of small figures. A wire.drawing 

prominent position than the use of ready-made paper, instead 

I 
the s�me prm�lple. Each of �hese machines has a large machine, with an assortment of dies, is kept to make many 

of paint or tapestry, to cover the walls. And this method drum m the mIddle, around whICh passes the paper, and, of the shape::, wanted. When a large place is to be fi lIed in 
has become popular because of the degree of excellence I set,at exactly the proper distances around its under side, to be printed in one color of which this brass work may 
which has been attained by manufacturers of wall paper' are small rollers on which are the designs to be printed, each 

I 
form the outline, as a leaf, the center of a flower, etc., this 

within the memory of the present generation, the work now : different color or shade being represented by a separate space is filled with felt, firmly packed in. This brass and 
done being such as is sought after in the adornment of the I roller. It would hardly be proper to call these rollers ordrums felt work, giving a perfect engraving on the circumference 
most luxurious mansions m the world, while there is a great impression cylinders,in the sense in which printers use that I of the cylinder of all there is of one color to be worked in a 
deal, also, the cost of which is so low that the lowest paid term, for they bear very gently on the paper. The large drum pattern, stands up nearly a quarler of an inch from the 
mechanic can afford to frequently brighten and freshen the I 

is cove'red with a thick band of rubber, and is so light that wood; but that its surface may be entirely even and true, 
walls of his living apartment therewith. A considerable I it can easily be lifted aWll:Y from the rollers carrying the de- the face of the brass work is turned down under a file, and 
manufacturing industry has, consequently, been developecl ! sign, as is always done in getting the press ready for work. the whole is finally finished under an emery wheel. 
for furnishing this one product, which affords no inconsid- I It is, of course, absolutely necessary that the different colors Notwithstanding that, in nearly all of the operations of 
erable market for the paper manufacturer, and the dealers ! should each come in their proper place, and so the small de- this establishment, the machinery works almost automati
in colors, gums, and varnishes, be"ides givingemplovment to sign rollers are all run by one large cog wheel, into which cally, the firm employ during the busy months about 200 
a large number of operatives. The illustrations on" our first' they are all geared. The color is taken up on cloth, in the! hands. The premises they occupy include a building 350 by 
page this week give views of some of the leading operations : same way as for the grounding, from little troughs or foun-11 l00 feet, and five stories high, besides several detached build· 
i n the conduct of this department of manufacture, as carried I 

tains near each of the design rollers, but it is pressed di- ings in the rear. Their goods are exported to some extent 
on by one of the leading houses in that line, Messrs. rectly against the latter from the cloth itself as the rollers, to Europe, Australia, and South America, and have a large 
Christy, Shepherd & Garrett, at their large factory in West revolve, and each separate color is printed in succes�ion as' sale in every part of the United States; so that, although 
Twenty-third street, New York city. the large drum moves around. their facilities would seem to be so ample, they are frequen�-

Those who are in any way familiar with the art of print- Perhaps one of the most interesting details connected with ly troubled to get the goods ready as fast as they are ordered. 
ing will probably suppose that there is, from the start, some the printing is the method of drying. Considerable time is The total production last year amounted to about 6,000,030 
similarity between the processes of making letter-press work, required to thoroughly dry these heavy bodied pure water rolls.· The firm is one of the oldest, if not Ihe oldest, in the 
and the methods employed in producing the many·figured ' colors, and to do this work quickly and effectually the end country, having been established in 1836 by the late Thomas 
patterns which we find in wa!l paper. One does suggest the 

I of the paper first coming from the press is taken up and car- Christy, who died in 1874. 
other throughout, but the means used and the mechanical '

I 
ried along by an endless belt, at nearly the height of the : 

�E 
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f h k d'ff h d '1' d f d' t f fif f t th 'ddl I .. n. DEMAND FOR HEAVY HORSES. part 0 t e wor are as I erent as t e pro ucts. Wall I cel mg, an or a IS ance 0 some teen ee; e ml e • . 
papers are printed in water colors almost exclusively; very ' portion will then sag down, when a wooden slat Is dropped I 

The Facto;u .and.Fa;m .states a !acu whl�h we �ave ob
heavy pigments are used and stout bodies made, which re- on buttons on this belt, and taking the paper as it is coming I �erved to eXist m this city for some tIme past, t. e., an mcrease 
quire a great deal of time to dry, and these conditions also from the press, carries it along and, upward from that point, 

I 
In t.he number of large �orses used on trucks and heavy 

modify the character and substance of the type or blocks making a loop, for each fourteen or fifteen feet of the roll bu�mess wagons. Durmg the past fifteen y?ars, the 
from which impressions are to be taken as well as the man- as it comes out. These slats carrying the loops of freshly 'wrIter remarks, . the� has been a great change m the de
ner of taking them. prinu-d paper are being constantly pushed forward on over- I mand. for ho�es In this country. Formerly nearly every one 

The" co!or mixing," an illustration of the department for head railways which extend the whole length of the room, bre� m relatIOn to speed a�d end�rance . . Now .a lar�e pro
which may be seen to the left hand at the bottom of the and underneath these railways are lines of steam pipe, each portIOn of far�ers bree� With a VlCW to mcreasl.ng size and 
page, is one of the most important, as well as one of the most floor having special ventilators to carry off the moisture. strength. This ch�nge IS. not the result of capnce. There 
difficult branches of the business, where an extensive variety At the end of the room there is an ingenious automatic has been a st�ady, I�creasm� demand for heavy h.orses, and 
of fine wall paper is to be made. Besides the large room here arrangement by which the overhead railway carries the paper a cor;espondlllg fal.lmg off m. the demand for ltght ones. 
shown for this purpose the firm have a special chemical de- around a turn and back over a line parallel to that on which Fashion has had ltttle to do III the ma�te:. Heavy horses 
partment in an adjoining building at the rear, where they it came from the pres�, and so it continues to travel back are wanted because �hey' supply an eXlstmg want. From 
manufacture some of the ir own colors. In the mixing room, and forth until thoroughly dry. present appearan�es It WIll be many years before the �upply 
however there m. y be found nearly every variety of thy In making the bronzed papers or those which have more of heavy horses will equal the demand. The country IS now , a ear , 11 r d 'th h At l' " t  h' t coloring matters, such as raw and burnt umher, sienna, etc., or less of their patterns in silver and gold, the drying of the we supp lC WI orses. no Ime . III J S IS ory, p�r-
besides a good collection of minelal and vegetable colors, other colors must be effected before the bronzing. The size hap�, were there as many horses 10 a given number of tn
with an .extensive assortment of gums and varnishes and which is to carry the bronze is made especially for this pur- habitants as at present .Small wor� horses are low, but 
the different kinds of clay which form the staple for making pose, and, when the colors which have been printed are en- heavy d:aught h?rses contmue to be high. 
the body and carrying the color in every description of wall tirely dry, the size, printed also at the same operation, is just The 

.
lmportatIOn of Clydesdale and Percheron-N orman 

paper printing. The clay used comes principally from South in the proper condition to take and fi rmly hold the bronze. horses mcreases every year. The ?rst that were brought 
Carolina and New Jersey. Both kinds are very nearly white, This is put.on in a box-like machine with many brushes, over were regarded as very uncertam v,:ntures. At p resent 
and readily divide into a fine powaer, but the New Jersey into which the paper passes continuously from the press, they are of no doubtful value. The Importers of horses 
clay has sufficient alum to render it best fitted for the second after it has gone through its journey over the steam pipes from �rance and Scotland have suffered n?ne of the rev�rses 
grounding in preparing the pllper for" satining" or gloss- on the overhead railroad. of the Importers of .short-horn cattle. WIth rare exceptIOns 
ing. A large building· in the rear is used for storing the Where emboss�d papers are wanted, in any slyle, the they have be?ome nch. From present appearances we shall 
clay and a railway runs thence under the floor of the otherwise finished paper is simply run under a steel roller, soon be sendmg Clydesdales to Scotland and England, and 
mixing room, 500 tons a year being about the amount of clay of the desired surface, whereby it is pressed against a hard Normans to France and �elgi�m. The value of heav! 
used here. The mixing of the colors is effected in large cir- packing to give the required effed. draught horses was recogmzed III the Old World before It 
cular vats in which arms operated from a shaft overhead are From the bronzing press, as from all the others, the paper was in the New. Now that their worth is appreciated here, 
kept con;tantly revolving. From these vats the color is proceeds, in the same manner as before, to the small ma- all persons having teaming to do seem anxious to procure 
drawn off as wanted and transferred by a railway which chines for rolling, operated by girls, the work of which is them. 
run� through the room to an elevator leading to the various: shown in one of our pictures. Attached to each printing Large horses are less liable to injuries from the swinging 
printing department.s on the floors above. press is a gauge which indicates how many rolls are run, of the poles of wagons than small ones. Their bones are 

On the basement floor, where the color mixing is carried and makes a slight cut on the paper at the exact length re- firmer, and they are commonly more hardy. Large horses 
on, is also the room for the reception of printing paper, quired for each roll. The end of the paper being fed to the are more economical as respects harness, stall room, feed, 
which comes in rolls weighing ahout one hundred pounds roller, it quickly turns until stopped by the operator at each and work required to take care of them. In all the coun
each, and of just the regular width for wall paper, except of these cuts or marks, when a knife cuts it off, the roll is tries of eastern Europe heavy horses have taken the place of 
such as is require!l for window shades, which is as much removed, and another roll started. This is the final opera- light ones in general farming operations. That American 
wider as may be desired. lion of the manufacture. As the loops of paper are pulled farmers will soon generally empioy heavy horses in field 

, 
11' h h work seems certain. The first part of the printing process, represented in one out in the ro mg, t e slats whic have suspended then drop 

______ ..................... _-----
of the views at the top of the page, is the" grounding," or the at a certain point, to be gathered up and taken back to the 
covering of the whole white surface of one side of the paper presses. Dangers of Elevator Cables. 

with, the ground color, on which the future patterns are to One of the most important departments of the work, how- To the Editor of the &ientffic American: 

be printed. In this operation the color is put on the paper I ever, and the one which comes first in all the higher grades I am informed that the superintendent of a well known 
by brushes. Two wooden cylinderil are arranged a short of goods, is the making of the designs for new patterns and hotel and apartment house. near Union square, this city, in 
distance apart, carrying a wide belt of thick woolen cloth, styles. Old patterns are, nowadays, entirely unsalable, and order to learn what effect the continued bending and un
the lower cylinder turning slowly in a trough containing the the rule is that each year's patterns must be entirely new bending of the wire elevator cable causes by passing over 
color, while a brush, operating against the cloth on the and distinct from those of the preceding season. So much the pulleys and around the drum, detached the cable and, 
upper cylinder, tran�fers the colQr therefrom to the paper. 80 is this the case that the blocks are not saved, on the sup- to his astonishment, found it actually rotten. In bending it 
The lower cylinder has a knife or rule pressing against the position that some old pattern might again become fashion- twice across his knee it broke. This cable had been in use 
cloth as it comes out of the color, so that the quantity able. It will be readily seen that this condition imposes only two years. If this constant bending and unbending 
taken up may'be regulated as desired. The brush which upon manufacturers who have to constantly sllpply large the cable causes such a disintegralion, should it not be more 
puts the color on has a slight, quick motion across the lines of new and attractive patterns a task of no small mag- widely known. that examinations may be made and possible 
paper running through. The paper afterwards goes nnder nitude. Messrs. Christy, Shl'pherd & Garrett have disasters prevented? SAMUEL SWAN, M.D. 
brushes running lengthwise of the paper, and then again always stood in the front rank in their trade ill this resj)ect. 13 West 38th St. , New York. 
cros8wise. This operation distributes the color evenly and They have artists regularly in their employment the year [In view of the facts herein stated, we hope 'hat the pro-
leaves a good finish, varying slightly according to the work round, and also receive many patterns for competition from prietors of elevators everywhere will cause frequent exam i
being done. Europe as well as at home, and from the large number thus nation of their lifting ropes to be made. We think that the 

For all satin finished or glossed papers a second grounding collected make selections of those they deem most meritori- rope above ment.ioned must have been composed of ex
is necessary. The first grounding, to adhere properly 10 tHe ous. The artist makes the pattern and colors it as he deems 

I 
tremely poor stuff. It is well known that properly made. 

paper, requires an amount of glue which would render it too most appropri!lte; but of any pattern they decide to use they wire rope will stand the bending of elevator service better 
brittle to take a good polish, so a second coat is given, which make a great nlany different styles, by using different than allY other known material and will last many years_ 
carries a good deal more fine clay in a solution especially grounds with 'different comhinations of colors, bronzes, etc., If it has not been done already, it would be an interesting 
prepared to givEj a high polish. This operation is effected so that from one pattern sometimes as many as forty differ- investigation to determine, by special experiment, the aver
in a department not shown in our illustrations. It is none ent styles are jllade. a.�e life of such steel wire ropes as are commonly used in 
entirely on brushing machines, which work very rapidly, a From the design(>r's hands the pattern, after it has been elevators. Mr. J. Burkett Webb, C .E., one of our corre
cylinder about two feet in diameter revolving against smaller accepted by the firm, goes to the block-cutting department spondents, writing from Berlin, gives an account of recent 
cylinders on its circumference, and the paper passing over shown in one of our engravings. Here it is drawn i� Ollt- testing experiments that he there witnessed, in one of which 
one and under another until each portion of its snrface has line on cylinders of wood carefully prepared to be of the i a steel rod fifteen inches long and one inch diameter had 
been vigorously brushed under six or eight cylinders. exact size, and as many drawings made on different cylin- I been bent over twenty millions of times, and was expected 
. All of the' abov'e work is preliminary to the printing ders as there are to be colors in the pattern. The workman I to stand some millions of bends more. 
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